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Abstr act. The exceptional combination of fundamental properties of diamond 
is discussed towards its present and future application in the semiconductor in
dustry. Some electrical parameters and characteristics of diamond and diamond 
capacitors, diodes, transistors and sensors are calculated. All reported data are 
compared with the corresponding ones for silicon and other now used semicon
ductor materials. 

PACS n umber: 85.30.De 

1. Introduction 

In the last 10 years the synthetic diamond generates considerable interest as a material 
for the semiconductor industry. This is because of its superior mechanical, thennal, 
electrical, optical and chemical properties and a first purpose of this paper is to present 
and evaluate selected fundamental properties of diamond towards their use. A second 
purpose of the paper is to calculate some electrical parameters of diamond as semicon
ductor, non-published till now. Further, basing on these numerical values, the electrical 
parameters, parameter dependencies and characteristics of diamond electron devices 
are calculated and compared with the same ones of other semiconductor materials, 
realizing the third purpose of the present paper. 

2. General Considerations 

We consider the diamond as an atomic semiconductor, denoting it by a symbol Di. 
The energy band structure of Di is computed by Zidilkovskii [l]. Each Di atom is 

located in the center of a tetrahedron with apexes occupied by the nearest four atoms in 
a distance equal to one lattice constant. The elementary crystal cell is formed by two 
matched face-centered cubic subcells. The various Di substances, studied and used in 
practice are listed in the upper part of the diagram in Fig. 1. 
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Next Section 3 reveals the wide range of applications of diamond as a material of 
interest. Section 4 and 5 represent some bulk and surface electrical parameters of Di, 
calculated. Using their numerical values, some electrical parameters and characteristics 
of Di capacitors, diodes, transistors and sensors are discussed in Sec. 6. All data of Di 
everywhere are compared to Si and other semiconductor data. 

The results reported in Sections 4-6 are obtained by analytical expressions, well 
known from the Physics of semiconductors and semiconductor devices and only in 
some special cases they are given explicitly. The diamond is treated as a semiconductor 
with a standard energy dependence and one type of carriers with a scalar effective 
mass. Finally note that the larger part of the electrical parameter studied are evaluated 
numerically and a small part of them qualitatively. 

3. Diamond Parameter Presentation 

Some fundamental properties and parameters of Di as a semiconductor material are 
listed in Table I and Table 2 (see Appendix A. l to A.3). The numerical data for the 
parameters in the vertical columns are in agreement with the review papers (2 - 6] while 
the infonnation in the last three columns is based on the author experience (7 - 9] as well 
as other references. A rating "two stars" classifies the corresponding parameter as the 
best one among the parameters of all other solid state materials and "one star" denotes 
excellent parameter. This one can find that from all 29 parameters selected in both 
tables, 18 parameters collect "two stars" and 9 - "one star". A similar combination 
of peak values of the parameters could be estimated as exceptional one in the Periodic 

chart of elements. 
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Table I. Some fundamental parameters of diamond towards its possible application for the development of semi 

sorique. For example, Di el 
Properties Parameter Dimension Value Rating Interpreting Importance and speeds come into the 1 

Crystal 
A The highest substrates enable high-tech 

lattice 3.567 •• integrated circuits. 
constant 

atomic density 

Crystal 
The strongest 

Extreme mechanical Table 2. Electrical parameters o 
lattice J/kmol 720 •• strength and stability 

atomic bond 
Dimension I energy as well as hardness 

against breaking, 
Mechanical Hardness kg/mm2 104 •• erosion and wearing 13and gap width eV 

The highest resist-
from solid surface Moh's ance against a pene-10 •• contacts. A perfect Effective density 

hardness !ration of external 
atoms in the lattice material for of states cm-3 

Compression ra- 1 10-12 •• micromechanics Ne 
Nv 

Friction 7x I0- 2 - Low friction (wear Intrinsic resistivity • coefficient l.4xl0- 1 resistant) material - bulk material Ocm 
- film material 

The1mal W/cmK 20 
The highest lmrinsic canier cm-3 

conductivity •• dissipated The best heat-conduct- concentration 
electrical power ing material, keeping 

The lowest changing 
its size and mechanical 
properties up to the Drift carrier 

Thermal Thernrnl oc-1 l.lxl0-6 of overall dimension, mobility of •• highest temperatures . cm2 /Vs expansion varying the 
A perfect material - electrons 

temperature 
for substrates of intc- - holes 

Melting Mechanical stability grated elements and Dielectric constant 
oc 4xl03 •• up to highest for vacuum cathodes 

point Work function cV 
temperatures 

Magnetic Magnetic 
susceptibility 

cm3 / g - 4.9x 10-7 Low value Diamagnetic Ori ft carrier cm/s 
material velocity saturation 

Breakdown V/cm 

Transparency % 98 
The most transpa- electrical field •• rency material in A good material for 
the visible range waveguides, electron 

Max. allowable A/cm2 

optic switches photon current density 

Optical Absorption µm 0.2 • Small value windows, high power fJ edge 
lasers and other 

Speed - power product 

Refractive 2.465 at 
photon components, 

index (synthetic A= 400nm • High value including displays 

diamond) 

Non-sensitive material up to Radiation 
a, f3 and"{ 4. Other Electrical ll 

Radiation • sensors, using 
radiation energy of 5.45 eV hard material intrinsic diamond Table 3 summarized other 

Fully inert material against Independent operation and non-published in the r 

Chemical acids and alkalies (except •• Chemically of the environment, The diffusion constants 
in the presence of oxidant inert material including corodent usincr ratio kT / q == 25.9 
at elevated temperatures) and biomedia 0 . 

mobility µn and µp of Di 

Tables I and 2 show also that the knowledge of Di properties has become essential 
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for the development of semiconductor electronics, micromechanics, photonics and sen-

sorique. For example, Di electron devices of highest operating temperatures, powers 

and speeds come into the market. Moreover, Di substrates as well as Di coatings of 

substrates enable high-tech fabrication of semiconductor chips with high perfonnance 

integrated circuits. 

Table 2. Electrical parameters of semiconductor diamond related to other semiconductor materials 

Dimension Value Interpreting Rating Importance 

!Jand gap width eV 5.45 The widest value •• The highest operating 
temperature range 

Effective density 
of slates 

cm - 3 • 
Ne I x 1019 High value •• High intrinsic resistivity 

Nv 3 x I 019 The highest value 

Intrinsic resistivity •• Electron devices of 
- bulk material Dem 1013 

•• intrinsic conductivity 
- film material 1016 The best insulator as and naturally insulated 
Intrinsic carrier 

cm- 3 10-27 
non doped material integrated elements 

concentration •• in(on) diamond 
substrate 

Drifi carrier 
mobility of • 
- electrons 

cm2 / Vs 2200 High values • High speed electron 

1800 devices 
- holes 

Dielectric constant 5.7 Small stray capacities • 
Work function cV 4.7 High value 

Cathodes for vacuum 
electron devices 

Drift carrier 
cm/s 1.5 x 107 • velocity saturation Stable operation of 

Breakdown 
V/ cm 107 Exclusively high values •• electron devices at 

electrical field high voltages 

Max. allowable and currents 
A/ cm2 103 •• 

current density 

Speed - power product fj 102 The lowest values 
Lowest operating power 

•• and highest speed 

4. Other Electrical Parameters of Diamond 

Table 3 summarized other electrical parameters of diamond, non-included in Table 2 

and non-published in the references. . . . 

The diffusion constants of diamond Dn and Dp are determined by Emstem relat10ns 

usina ratio kT/ q = 25.9 mV at room temperatures. Because of the greater carrier 

mobility µn and µp of Di compared to Si (see Table 2), it is clear that 

(l) 
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Table 3. Other electrical parameters of diamond at 300 K 

Parameter 

Electron diffusion constant Dn 

liolc diffusion constant Dp 

Electron diffusion length Ln.,.: 
- minimum 
- maximum 

Hole diffusion length LDP: 
- minimum 
- maximum 

Critical high electric field EC 
- minimum for electrons E;, 
- maximum for holes E'j, 

Hall scattering factor (in thin polycrystal films) 
- electrons rn 
- holes rp 

Dimension 

cm2 /s 

cm2 /s 

cm 

cm 

mV / cm 

Value 

57 

47 

7.6x 10-4 

7.6x 10- 1 

6.9x10-4 

6.9x 10- 1 

34 
38 

0.96 
1.02 

Figure 2 shows the diffusion length dependence on carrier lifetime in real limits in 
the case of Di (full lines) and Si (dashed lines). It is obviously that 

LDi > LSi 
D,. Dn ' (2) 

Also relations (2) express a higher injection of excess nonequilibrium can-iers in Di 
than in Si at identical other conditions. 
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Fig. 2. The diffusion constants calculated as a function of lifetime in 
real limits for electrons and holes in diamond and silicon 

Other parameter, influenced by minority carrier injection is the potential barrier in 
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the space charge region [ 1 O]: 

v =In [( ev., - 1) e-z/L" + 1 J 

V= -In [(e-v" -l)e-z/Lp+l] 

for p type bulk 

for n type bulk . 

(3a) 

(3b) 

Equantions (3) show that the potential barrier of Di is greater than the same quantity 
of Si, due to relations (2). 

The Fig. 3a, b shows the energy distribution of equilibrium Fermi level Ep as a 
function of acceptor Na and donor Nd impurity concentrations in diamond. At equal 
impurity concentrations in Di and Si, the Fermi level position in the forbidden gap of 
Di is arranged closer to both band edges Ee and Ev, than Si. 
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Fig. 3. Fermi level EF (a, b) and bulk potential Ub (c, d) versus acceptor Na and donor Nd 

impurity concentration in diamond 

The bulk potential Ub (see Appendix A.4) of Di is around 10 times greater than that 
of Si. Figure 3c, d illustrates the dependencies Ub(Na) and Ub(Nd), respectively, in the 

case of diamond. 

5. Effect of High Electric Field 

The critical high electric field values written in Table 3 correspond to the condition, 

the carrier energy to exceed their thermal energy 

kT _ 1 _ 1 V/ 
Ee= -LD = 25.9LD m cm. 

q 
(4) 
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For example, a high electric field is formed at sufficiently thin Di films and two surface 
parameters are studied in Figs 4 and 5: effective life time Terr and surface recombination 
velocity s of Di films, calculated using expressions [11] 

Terr= (7r2 ~p,n - ~)-l ands= do (-1- + ~) 
0 Tb 2 TefT Tb 

where do is film thickness and Tb - bulk lifetime. One can conclude from Fig. 4 that 
the influence of bulk lifetime upon the effective lifetime is weak at low values of Teff· 
However in the range of higher Terr the dependence s(Tctr) has a complicated form 
(Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 4. Effective lifetime Terr dependence on 
the film thickness ck for electrons and holes at 
a parameter bulk lifetime Tb in diamond 
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Fig. 5. Surface recombination velocity s as 
a function of effective lifetime Terr at various 
values of bulk lifetime Tb in diamond 

Using experimental data for the conductivity and Hall mobility of carriers in Di 
polycrystal films [ 4], one is able to determine the Hall scattering factor of electrons 
rn and holes rp and these values are given in Table 3. Note that so high values of 
polycrystalline Di films get near ones of Si monocrystals. 

6. Diamond Electron Devices 

Diamond electronic components manufacturing now and basic processes of their fab
ricating are listed in lower part of the diagram in Fig. 1 (see Appendix A.5), more 
i.nfonnation one can find in Ref. [5, 6]. Below we consider capacitors, common and 
vacuum semiconductor diodes, bipolar and MOS transistors, magnetoresistive sensors 
and Halltrons, evaluating the following their parameters: Debye length, specific capac
ity, saturated reverse current density, Fowler-Nordheim tunnel and Richardson current 
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density, base transport factor, specific MOS transconductance, transverse magnitoresis
tance and magnetocurrent sensitivity. 

6.1. Diamond Capacitors 

First of all we note the smallest dielectric constant of diamond (see Table 2) compared 
to the other semiconductor materials, widely used in practice. This fact leads to several 
consequences: 

(i) At equal bulk concentrations of carriers (nb +Pb) the effective Debye length: 

L - [-c_c_o_kT __ ] 1/ 2 

- q2 (nb +Pb) 
(5) 

of Di is lower than the same quantity of Si, due to the inequality co; < cs;. The 
exact relation is £Di= 0.7Ls;_ 
However, since the diamond is higher-ohmic semiconductor than silicon the de
nominator of Eq. (5) has lower values and £ 0 ; > Ls; usually, i.e. the screening 
of electrical charges in Si is carried out at less depth than in Di. 

(ii) The specific capacity Co of diamond is the smallest one, as it is shown in Fig. 6. 
For example cg;= o.scgi. 

(iii) The stray capacity of all Di discrete and integrated electronic components is 

m1mmum. 

Fig. 6. The specific capacity Co versus insulator 
thickness d at various semiconductor 

10 100 1000 
insulator thickness d (nm) 

6.2. Diamond Diodes 

The density of saturated reverse current Is in semiconductor diodes and other active 
components such as transistors, thyristors, etc., could be presented in the form 

I 8 = aT3 exp ( - :; ) (6) 
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where the parameter a includes several constant quantities of every semiconductor. 
since the value of E9 of diamond is the largest value (see Table 2) one can suppose 
that ls of that semiconductor is very low in comparison with other ones. To evaluate 
"how many", let as logarithmate Eq. (6) at the condition for an identity of a-parameters 
of Di and Si, for example. Thus we obtain 

[Di EDi 
In+= ~. 

ls' E 9• 
(7) 

Taking into account the numerical values of E~i and E~i Eq. (7) can be transfonned as 

[Si 

4.87 = - ln J~i . 
s 

(8) 

Basing on the definition. of signal attenuation in Np, Eq. (8) shows that the density of 
saturated reverse current of Di electronic components decreases 4.87 Np compared to 
the same current of Si electronic components. Figure 7 summarizes ls attenuation for 
other semiconductor materials. 

8.20 Np 

4.87 Np 
3.81 Np 

1.82 Np 

Ge Si GaAs I Sic I 

Fig. 7. The attenuation of diode saturation current [ 8 , in Np, for various 
semiconductor according to diamond 

Recently the diamond is extensively researched as a material for vacuum semicon
ductor diodes of nanometer size [12]. Further we prove that diamond exceeds silicon as 
cold cathode for Fowler- Nordheim tunnel electron emission - at small anode voltages, 
as hot cathode for thermoelectron emission - at high anode voltages. 

In the first case, having in mind the values of work functions of Si and Di (see 
Table 2) if we logaritlunate the equations for Fowler-Nordheim current density in Si 
and Di and substrate them, we receive 

!Di = !Si exp ( 0.0212 + ~ 0.327) (9) 

where I is a constant, supposing to be identical for both semiconductors and E anode 

electric field. 
Equation (9) shoes that the current density due to Fowler-Nordheim emissions from 
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diamond is higher than from silicon, explaining the interest of Di cathode-ray tubes for 
large-scale displays, TV monitors, lap-top computers, etc. 

In the second case, using the equation for Richardson current density ho and equal
izing the electron reflection from the potential barriers of Di and Si cathodes, it is 
easily to find that 

JDi <]?Si _ <]?Di 
~ = exp = 4 7. 51 . 
1~0 kT 

(JO) 

As it is seen from Eq. (10), Richardson cunent density of Di cathode is around 50 
times higher than that of Si cathode. An additional priority of Di cathode is its extreme 
melting point (see Table 1). 

6.3. Diamond Transistors 

Figure 8 represents the base transport factor of Di bipolar npn and pnp transistor as 
a fonction of base width for minimum and maximum of diffosion length of minority 
carriers L D , corresponding to mininmm amin and amax, respectively. It is seen that the 
highest values of transpo11 factor are independent on the base width. 

1.000 l=----a_n"_rn_x_=_a"'-p"_'"_x ___ -1 

0 0.998 
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~ 0.996 
t: 
8. 0.994 
"' i:: 
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~ 0.990 
.D 

0.988 

0.986 L-~-_.,,._-=---::'--=:--~:::--"'-' 
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

base width w (.um) 

Fig. 8. Base transport factor a for rt:pn and pnp diamond bipolar 
h·ansistors as a function of base width W 

In view of the fact that the carrier mobility in Di is higher than in Si, for example, 
one can await a priori the specific transconductance fJ = C~/J,W/ L (where µ is the 
channel mobility, W is the width and L - the length of conductive channel and CO 
- the oxide capacity under the gate) to be higher in Di than in Si MOS transistors 
at equal other parameters. Indeed, a numerical simulation of I- V characteristics of 
power MOS transistors in Fig. 9 shows an evident improvement in the case of Di MOS 

transistors. 
Figure 10 illustrates the cutoff frequency fm as a fonction of channel length Lat a . 

drain voltage U D as a parameter in the case of Di field-effect transistors . 
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6.4. Diamond Magnetic Sensors 

5 Fig. 10. Cutoff frequency f m versus chan
nel length L at diamond FETs 

Let as take into consideration the reasons for achievement of two types high sensitive 
Di magnetic sensors. 
(i) Having in mind that the resistivity and Hall mobility of carriers take part in the 

expressions for transverse magnetoresistance, one understands (see Table 2) that 
every Di magnetoresistive sensor is better for example, than: 

- Si sensors, due to higher electron and hole mobility as well as higher resistivity; 
- GaAs sensors, because of higher hole mobility and higher resisitivity. 

(ii) Another type magnetic sensors of interest are the Di Halltrons. As it is shown in 
Ref. [13], the magnetic current sensitivity of a Halltron could be expressed as 

XJ = µHPs V/ AT 
10 

where the sheet resistance of the active layer Ps is in kDm.D 

(11) 
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Equation ( 11) supports the reasons above discussed that Halltrons from diamond 
have to be more sensitive than other Halltrons. Indeed, for n-type Di polycrystalline 
Halltron of 1 µm active layer thickness, using Ref. [4] data, we find 

Ps = 103 kDm.O . (12) 

By substituting p8 from (12) into (11) for /J,H = 50 cm2 / Vs [4] , we obtain the following 
values for the magnetic current sensitivity: 

XJ = 5 x 103 v I AT . 

The last value is at least of one order higher than x1 of Si Halltrons [13]. 

7. Conclusion 

Six non-published till now electrical parameters of semiconductor diamond are derived 
and listed (Table 3). On this basis, some electrical parameters and characteristics of 
present and future diamond electron devices are calculated (Sec. 6). 

Discussing the parameters of diamond electronic components, some essential advan
tages compared to silicon and other semiconductor materials are established, due to its 
high electron and hole mobility as well as high ohmic conductivity. 

All results reported in the present paper could be useful in design, technology and 
testing of diamond electronic components and integrated circuits . 
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Appendix 

A. l The friction coefficient in Table 1 highly depends on the crystal orientation of Di 

surface, see for example [2]. 
A.2 The refractive index in Table 1 depends on the type of Di and wave length of 

light. 
A.3 The value of 10- 27 cm- 3 for intrinsic carrier concentration of diamond in Table 2 

is evaluated theoretically [4] but all calculations using this value lead to wrong 
results. Probably the real value is at least 10 orders higher. 

A.4 We take into account the dimensionless potential u = q<'P I ( kT), where <'P is the 
electrostatic potential (EF - Ei) / q and Ei is the intrinsic Fermi level. 

A.5 LEDS - Light Emitting Diodes, CVD - Chemical Vapour Deposition, LPCVD 
- Low Pressure CVD, PECVD - Plasma Enhancement CVD, MISFET - Metal 

Insulated Schotky Field Effect Transistor. 
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